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“ Forget safety. Live where you fear to live. Destroy your reputation. Be notorious. ” ― Rumi
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Oink?



by
Margie Palatini
· Henry Cole



2006·







·3.41·213 Ratings


Everyone on the farm thinks Thomas and Joseph are sloppy, dim-witted pigs. Thomas and Joseph are content, but the other animals are not. The hens want the pigs to paint their pen, the rabbit wants them to eat healthier food, and the duck wants them to dig
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Bad Boys



by
Margie Palatini
· Henry Cole



2006·







·3.67·178 Ratings


Wally and Willy are on the lam again. But as Willimina and Wallanda, they're free and clear . . . or are they? These cleverly disguised wolves think they can fool an entire flock with their womanly wool-wear, but three savvy sheep expose their plan. It lo
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Moosetache



by
Margie Palatini
· Henry Cole



1997·






·4.09·1,139 Ratings


How does a moose with too much facial hair cope? The moosetache gets in the way of everything: dancing, skiing, even cooking. None of Moose's coping strategies seem to work until he meets a fetching female with a similar problem, and her solution to bad h
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·3.65·264 Ratings
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The Three Silly Billies



by
Margie Palatini



2005·







·3.87·270 Ratings


"Hold your horsepower," said the little man with a stamp, a stomp, and a snort. "This is a troll bridge. I'm the Troll. Now, start passing the buck." Bill Bob, Billy Bo, and Just Plain Billy don't have enough money to cross the troll bridge. But by pooli
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Moo Who?



by
Margie Palatini
· Keith Graves



2004·







·3.65·230 Ratings


Hilda Mae Heifer has lost her melodic mi-mi-moo!A klunk on the head and now Hilda's simply not sure what sound to make.Is it a mew, or an oink, or possibly a honk? With the eager help of the farm animals, Hilda is determined, once again, to sing her sensa
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Piggie Pie!



by
Margie Palatini
· Howard Fine



1997·






·4.22·1,691 Ratings


Gritch the Witch is grouchy, grumpy, and very hungry. The only thing that could make her happy is something extra special for lunch, and that is: Piggie Pie! Gritch zooms off on her broomstick to find eight plump piggies -- where else? -- on Old MacDonald
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The Perfect Pet



by
Margie Palatini



2003·







·3.6·152 Ratings


Bird? Bunny? Turtle? Fish? Elizabeth really, really wants a pet, but her parents say NO to all of her ideas. Instead, she ends up with a cactus called Carolyn. And after some very unsuccessful campaigning, to her wonderful surprise, Elizabeth encounters D
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The Cheese



by
Margie Palatini
· Steve Johnson
· Lou Fancher



2007·







·3.79·286 Ratings


Why the cheese stand alone?In this hilarious riff on the favorite nursery rhyme "The Farmer in the Dell," readers will discover what really happened to that hunk of cheddar.
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 Ask yourself: What vulnerabilities am I afraid to share with others who love me? Next
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